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In othe1· words, the strategic use of language depends on bo·th regu
larity and va1·iability; va1·iability often only tal,es on st1·ategic mean
ing against the bacl,drop of regula1·ity. However, we do n.ot believe 
that the va1·iability itself can be regarded as culture; at least, not 
until (01· not unless) the variability itself becomes patte1·ned in its 
occu1·1·ence ! 

2. 5 Culture and social g1·oups 

Th1·oughout this cha1Jter, we have indicated that cultt11·e, by i·ts ve1·y 
nature, is associated with social g1·oups. Within the inte1·cultu1·al field, 
the1·e is often an implicit assumption tl1at cultu1·al g1·oup is equivalent 
to national or ethnic g1·oup, and much of the researcl1 has been con
ducted on that basis. Yet as Avruch (1998) explai11s (Quote 2.10), this is 
fa1· too limited a view. 

Quote 2.10 Avruch on multi-group membership 

Individu.als a1·e organized in 111any potentially diffe1·ent ways in a population, 
by 1nany different (and cross-cutti11g) c1·iteria: fo1· exa1nple, by kinship in·to 
fa1nilies or clans; by language, race, or c1·eed into ethnic g1·oups; by socio
eco11omic cha1·acteristics into social classes; by geographical region into polit
ical inte1·est g1·oups; and by occupation 01· instit11tional memberships into 
11nions, bu1·eaucracies, ind11stries, political pa1·ties, and n1ilitaries. l"'he mo1·e 
coinplex and differe11tiated the social systern, the mo1·e potential gro11ps and 
institutions there a1·e. And beca11se each g1·oup or institution 11laces individuals 
in diffe1·ent experiential worlds, and because culture de1•ives in pa1·t f1·om this 
experience, eac·/1 of- tl1ese g1·oi1ps anci it1st·itutions can be a jJOtential co11tt1ine1· for 
ci1ltz1re. 'I'hus no population ca11 be adequately characterized as a single cul
tl11·e or by a single cultural descriptor. As a cot()llary, the mo1·e con1plexly 
organized ,t population is on sociological grou11ds (class, region, ethnicity, 
and so on), the rnore complex will its cultural mappings appear. 

(Avruch 1998: 17-18; emphasis in the original) 

The fact is that the1·e are many different types of social groups, and 
where members of any group sha1·e patterns of 1·egula1·ity in some way (as 
discussed in Section 2.4.1), they can be rega1·ded as belonging to a cul
tural group. Up to now the field of i11tercultural interaction has mainly 
focused on national groups and organizational g1·oups; howeve1·, it needs 
to incorporate these different types of group within its remit because 
any kind of inte1·-g1·oup interaction has the potential to be inte1·cultural. 
In this section, we examine some differe11t types of social groups, apa1·t 
from nationality, that can be 1~ega1·ded as having their own cult111·es. Fo1· 
1·easons of space, we can only discu.ss a few of them relatively briefly. 
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2.5.1 Culture and religious groups 

'Religion is inext1·icablywoven into the cloth of cultu1·al life' (Tarakeshwa1·, 

Stanton and Pargament 2003: 377). The cultu1·e of a 1·eligious (sub-)g1·oup 
can be manifested in a variety of ways, including in members' values, 
beliefs and 01·ientations ·to life, in their communicative conventions, in 
their policies and p1·ocedures, and in their buildings, rituals and behav
iour. These cultural manifestations can have a major impact across a 
wide 1·ange of contexts and at diffe1·ent levels - personal (see Experiential 
Example 2.1), organizational, and regional/national. 

_ Experiential Example 2.1 -_ -_-How can I be both a -
Christian and.Japanese? 

_-'l'easc~d ,tr1q rej(~ct:ed (1t s(:hool f<>:r e1n.bracing ~l Western 1·eligto1·1, :he wonde1·ecl -_-_-
l1c)w it w,:ts pc)ssilJle tc) tJe (~l1ristia·n and ,J,11)a1).ese ,1t tl1E-1 . sa1ne ti111.e, wl1en tl1e ·· 

_ ~,,vo ct1lturt~s hacl sucJ1 diffe1·e11t val11<.~s. · t.Ie desc1·jl)ed I1is 1:eligio11 ,1s a sttit of • 
-\l\le.ste.1·11 clotl1es ·tl1,11: <.licl riot J:it · 11is _J apar1ese l,(Jdy, and which l1e · wisl1ed to · ·_•_ 
t~xc}1a11ge f()f <l ki11·1c)no. It seemed ·that (:l11~istianity was cles1)ised 1n Japflfl a11d · __ . 

_ l1E~ longe·c1. t:o visit ·tt1e West[ •.. ] 1\fter the 5ecortd W<Jl'ld Wa1;, I~ndo travelled to -
I1rcln(~e ·t<) s·tttcly, hopi11g tcJ flr1d so11.1e a11.s\i\1ers i11 . tl1e l1eartla11<.i of c·:<1tl1olicisn1; · _
t~Lr.t l1t)1~e_ I1c~.sirn:I)ly s11.1·~e1·ed: fLt1·tl1e.r1·ejectionin a cli111ate (_)f a.11ti~.Japi:1r1(~se 'hc>s~ -
t1I 1ty. [ ... J lJ11Etb1e t<J _find a11swc~1·s _ir1 Asia or f~u1·or>e, ancl st1fi:ering f1~01ntuber-- · -_-

-Cltlc,sis, E'.11do sliJJtJe(l i11to a dark dc~1)1:essi()r1. J3ef()Tt' t:ett11·r1i11g t1<)1nef hc)weve1·, •- .-
-_ l1e vis:itecl tl1e I"foly l;a11ct 111 ()1·der 1:() rese<11·ch ·tl1e life <:>J: Jesus, ,1r1d he tlis<.~ov- •. 

c·recl S<)1nethi11g he l1i:lci 11ever realizt:cl l)eJ=o1·e .. Jestis, tO<J; l1ad l)<?e111·ejected b)' · -
tr1()Sc~ al"()llnd l1itr1; [ ... 1 {)11. l1is retu1·11 t() Japat1, [i11do .resolved t() re"--tailor l1is . 
ill-fitting clothes, to 111,1ke tl1e1n :ra1J,t11esl· (incl fi11d a c:11rls·tia11 n1essagt~ that · 
wotLid .1nt1ke se11st· in .r~11)a r1t~se ter111s. H·t, clid so in ,1 series ()i: novc~J.s that · 

. . . ' . . ' . · . . . . . . ~ . . 

exr>1()red tl1er11es c)f re:jet"tic)n anti S,llva·tion, focttsing i11 _ 1)at·tic11la1· 011 th<:~ _ • 
c·hc)i.ces facing tl1ose tryir1g tc,) rec:oncile,JaJJanese culture witl1 C~l1ristian faitl1. -__ 

. [ ... ] J\.,ncl f~r1d.<) .mt1st h,lV(; strttclz a chorci. 13y tl1e ti1ne <)f his death it1 1.966, l1e 
vvas 1:eg<1.1·,led as C)11e of .JclJJ,111's grekltest 11ovelists ()f model'11 tin1es. _-- · · -- -

. . . . . . ' ' 

(l·JjJJ _ 2()() 5: 5 ~1-4) • 

The1·e a1·e compa1·atively .few cultu1·e-comparative and culture-inter
actional studies that focus on religious groups, so Taral,eshwar, Stanton 
and Pargament (2003: 390) argue that mo1·e research is needed in this 
area fo1· the following reasons: 

• Religion is important in the lives of people across cultural groups. 
• Religion has been found to be a significant p1·edictor o.f salient va1·i

al1les (e.g., physical and mental well-being) across cultural groups. 
• Religion is associated with cri·tical cultu1·ally-related value dimensions. 
1 rfhe c11ltures of other social g1·oups shape religious beliefs and practices. 
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2.5.2 Culture and organizations 

Organizations can be said to have their own culture in that they can 
have espoused or assumed values, established practices and procedures, 
behavioural conventions and so on. Hofstede's (1980/2001, 1991) and 
Schwartz's (1992) frameworks for characterizing national cultures cannot 
necessarily be applied to organizations, although Hofstede lists features of 
the workplace and management characteristic of the value orientations he 
describes. By contrasting the four end points of the uncertainty avoidance 
and power distance dimensions, he also generates four implicit models of 
organization (something very similar to organizational cultures, although 
he avoids the term) likely to be encountered in particular national cul
tures (Hofstede 1991: 151-2). Other specifications may be needed and have 
been proposed (Concept 2.11). On the other hand, Schneider and Barsoux 
(2003) and others maintain there are causal connections between features 
of national cultures and organizational cultures; Lane, Distefano and 
Maznevski (2006), for example, imply that I<luckhohn and Strodtbeck's 
orientations to life are applicable to organizational cultures. 

When two organizations, such as Daimler-Benz and Chrysler or 
Rover and BMW, merge, clashes of culture are commonplace and it is 
not always clear to those involved whether it is a matter of national cul
ture clash or organizational culture clash. Whatever their roots, such 
clashes may soon lead to discomfort and conflicts when for example 
the employees of the newly acquired or merged compan; are expected 
to adhere to the standardized procedures and processes or to the code 

Concept 2.11 Frameworks for characterizing organizational 
cultures 

Hofstede Handy Trompenaars 
(2001: 398) (1976: 188-96) (1993: 139) 

Process orieuted Results Power Egalitarian •-
oriented hierarchical 

Employee oriented•- Role Orientation to the 
Job oriented person - orientation 

to the task 

Parochial Professional Task 

Open system-· Closed system Person 

Loose control --- Tight control 

Normative - Pragmatic 
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of conduct and values statement of the new parent company. In the 
same way, when individuals move from one organization to another, 
they may well experience acculturative stress or 'culture shock', espe
cially if the organizations differ significantly in values as well as prac
tices, procedures and behavioural conventions. This can be particularly 
noticeable if someone moves from a public sector organization (such as 
education) to a private sector one (such as a company). (See Chapter 7 
for a detailed discussion of adaptation to different cultures.) 

2.5.3 Culture and professional groups 

Wang (2001) describes professional cultures as follows: 

Professions create and sustain relatively unique work cultures referred 
to as professional cultures. [ ... ] A professional culture binds members 
of a profession to form a professional community, ensures the con
tinuance of a profession as a group collectivity, and guides the mem
bers to think and behave as the profession requires. Because a 
profession is not limited to the framework of a given organization or 
even a given industry or nation, its professional culture exists across 
the boundaries of organizations, industries or nations. 

(Wang 2001: 4) 

There has been relatively little research which has attempted to char
acterize the cultures of different professions from an interactional per
spective, yet during the last few years there has been a marked increase 
in demand for inter-professional working. For example, in the health care 
sector in the United Kingdom there has been a major call for integrated 
community care, which requires social workers and district nurses to 
work together; in the education sector, the development of e-learning 
materials requires academics, instructional designers and technical staff 
to work closely together. In international business, in areas such as in prod
uct development, work in inter-professional and cross-functional teams, 
which frequently also bring together members of different national and 
organizational cultures, has been common for a long time. 

A growing number of books (e.g., Freeth et al. 2005; Malin 2000) and 
articles are now being published which explore the issues at stake in 
inter-professional working. Most of them acknowledge that such ways 
of working are not always easy. For example, Freeman, Miller and Ross 
(2000) researched a number of different teams within the UK health 
sector, and argue that multi-professional teamwork is challenging 
(Research Report 2.1). 
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Research Report 2.1 How effective are multi-professional 
teams in the UK National Health Service? 

Multi-professional 'teamwork' has become the preferred model of practice 
promoted for many areas of health care by policy makers, professional bod
ies, and[ ... ] management. Based on an assumption of beneficial outcomes for 
patients, the requirement of professionals to communicate 'effectively', to 
understand each other's contribution to the care process and to be prepared 
to blur the boundaries of their roles has been proposed in much recent 
research as the most effective form of managing patient care [ ... ] The evi
dence [ ... ] from a funded [research] project [ ... ] showed that achieving pat
terns of professional interaction identified above would appear to be fraught 
with difficulties; the 'ideal' of effective team-working as defined in the pre
scriptive literature is apparently rarely realised. 

(Freeman, Miller and Ross 2000: 237-8) 

They found that philosophies of team-working (which were related to 
but not synonymous with professional divisions) influenced people's 
perceptions of what constituted effective communication and role 
understanding, how role contribution was valued, and the degree of 
perceived need for a shared vision within the team. 

Moore and Dainty (2001) report comparable findings in the UK 
engineering sector. They investigated design and build project teams 
and report as follows. 

Research Report 2.2 How effective are multi-professional 
teams in the UK engineering sector? 

There was evidence that professional divisions between team members had 
led to discontinuities and ineffective responses to unexpected variations that 
had occurred during the construction phase. [ ... ] Professional priorities 
within the workgroup were based around traditional project-based responsi
bilities. The design team had a clear emphasis on design quality, whereas the 
commercial team on delivering the project to programme. This division 
emphasized the lack of a single focus for the project team, and led to an 
emphasis on reactive problem solving as opposed to proactive problem avoid
ance, and on 'best-fit' approaches rather than innovative solutions. 

(Moore and Dainty 2001: 560) 

Research into the cultural bases of such professional differences has 
been extremely limited. Wang (2001: 16) found that 'project manage
ment professionals have common work-related values and beliefs that 
bind them to form a professional community across organizational and 
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industrial boundaries and make them think and behave as the profes
sion requires.' Ziegenfuss and Singhapakdi (1994), in a study of internal 
auditors, found that members were more influenced by the official 
standards of conduct of their professional group than by any employer 
requirements/threats. This suggests that policies and procedures, often 
based on internationally enforceable law, are an important unifying 
factor for some professional groups, which interestingly are then able to 
transcend the borders of national and organizational cultures. Health 
and safety at work is another area in which professional culture shaped 
by legal or official requirements typically exerts a stronger influence on 
behaviour than, for example, organizational culture. There is clearly a 
need for much more research in this area. 

2.5.4 Culture and communities of practice 

Another type of social group that applied linguists and discourse ana
lysts increasingly refer to when discussing culture is 'community of 
practice'. According to Wenger (1998), who is the key proponent of this 
concept, there are three criteria for defining a community of practice: 
mutual engagement of members, members' jointly negotiated enter
prise, and members' shared repertoire. All three criteria need to be in 
place for a group to be identified as a community of practice. 

Holmes and Stubbe (2003), in reporting their research into different 
work teams (which can be regarded as communities of practice), dem
onstrate how both small talk and humour varied among teams. For 
example, they found that in one team, humour was predominantly 
supportive and had a positive pragmatic effect; in a second team, jocu
lar abuse was common; and in a third team, where status and power 
distinctions were strong, subversive humour was characteristic. 

Holmes and Stubbe also illustrate the differences that can occur in 
small talk. 

Experiential Example 2.2 Small talk in the workplace 

One of our informants reported feeling quite uncomfortable initially when 
she began work in a new organisation where people routinely shared quite 
intimate details of their personal lives to an extent that would have been 
dcc•med 'unprofessional' in her previous workplace. She eventually became 
accustomed to this practice, and in fact valued ii as an important way in 
which members of the group provided support to one another, but she 
remained aware that it presented a potential barrier to the integration of new 
te,nn members. 

(Holmes and Stubbe 2003: 168) 
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The types of cultural regularities of a community of practice are 
likely to be much more limited in scope than those of some other types 
of groups, and are less likely to include the 'deeper' manifestations of 
values, beliefs and ideologies. So newcomers to a community of practice 
may have less difficulty integrating in the 'different culture' because 
the range of types of cultural differences that they need to adjust to will 
probably be smaller. Nevertheless, differences in practice can still be a 
source of discomfort and misunderstanding, and should not be ignored 
by interculturalists. 

2.5.S Culture and multi-group membership 

It is generally accepted that everyone is simultaneously a member of 
many different cultural groups and that if intercultural researchers 
focus on only one type of cultural group (such as country-level culture), 
they are ignoring the potential impact of other types of cultures (such 
as regional culture, ethnic culture, professional culture, organizational 
culture and/or religious culture). Nevertheless, in practice, there is little 
understanding of how these different 'cultures' impact on each other 
or how multi-group membership affects interaction. This is a major set 
of issues which the field of intercultural interaction has yet to grapple 
with in depth. 

2.6 Culture and representation 

It is clearly very complex to 'unpack' culture: 

• the regularities of culture are manifested in numerous different but 
interrelated ways; 

• these regularities go hand in hand with variability; 
• culture is associated with infinite types of social groups that can 

vary in size and complexity; 
• people are simultaneously members of many different cultural 

groups. 

How then can we meaningfully describe cultural groups? 
There are three particularly prevalent, interrelated dangers that we 

need to be aware of. First, there is the risk of over-generalizing about 
groups on the basis of minimal evidence. This is a common occurrence, 
but can be very problematic. Experiential Example 2.3 illustrates such 
an invalid over-generalization. 
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Experiential Example 2.3 Are the English really a 'civilized 
people'? 

I once went to see a friend. I had to take a taxi since his house is somewhat 
remote. The taxi dr.iver was an English man in his fifties. He mistook our 
destination because of my poor English pronunciation, and drove me to a 
street that r had never been to. After explaining laboriously where I would 
like to go, he finally understood me and drove me correctly to my friend's 
house. He just charged me for the right route and kept saying sorry to me. 
Although it was my fault that led to the trouble, the driver time and again 
said that he should take the blame ,md he charged me fairly. The incident has 
convinced me that the English are civilized people; it reflects the degree of 
civilization of a nation. 

(Overseas student's description of an interaction in the UK, Spencer-Oatey's 
research data) 

Secondly, there is the risk of inappropriate stereotyping. Hinton 
(2000) explains that stereotyping has three important components: 
(1) a group of people is identified by a specific label, which can refer to 
any characteristic whatsoever, such as nationality (e.g., German), reli
gious belief (e.g., fundamentalist Christian), occupation (e.g., traffic 
warden) or colour of hair (e.g., redhead); (2) a set of additional charac
teristics is attributed to the group as a whole, such as fundamentalist 
Christians are intolerant, or redheads are quick-tempered; (3) on iden
tifying a person as belonging to the group (e.g., that s/he is German 
or a fundamentalist Christian), we attribute to him/her the additional 
characteristics that we associate with the group as a whole. This can 
result in all kinds of problems, including prejudice and discrimination. 
Chapter 6 explores this complex, important area in more detail. 

Thirdly, it is important to avoid excessive essentialism and reduction
ism. When people take an essentialist approach, they assume or assert 
that a cultural group has certain 'essential' properties that make them 
one group rather than another. This, in effect, is a classic view of cat
egories, which assumes that all category members share certain import
ant defining features. For most social categories, categorization does not 
work in this way, although rather ironically group members may some
times try to represent themselves like this. 

Both the second and third risks need to be considered in the light 
of psychological research into categorization. In addition to the classic 
view of categories, two other important approaches are the prototype 
view and the exemplar view. In an influential series of studies, Rosch 
(1978) developed the idea that most category boundaries are essentially 
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fuzzy, and that within any given category, certain members are regarded 
as more prototypic or representative of the entire category than others 
are. The members do not all share the same attributes, but rather dis
play 'family resemblances' in relation to a much wider set of features. 
The prototype of the category may not be an actual category member 
but may just be an abstract representation. Other theorists (e.g., Smith 
and Zarate 1992) who support an exemplar view of categorization argue 
that people's representations are not abstract in this way, but rather are 
based on salient or particularly memorable exemplars. 

Whichever view is taken, it is clear that the cognitive representa
tion of categories (such as cultural groups) naturally entails a certain 
amount of reductionism. In intercultural interaction, there is a genuine 
practical need to help people interact more effectively with others from 
different social groups, for both social reasons and task-based reasons. 
So can 'reductionist' descriptions of other groups ever be helpful for 
such purposes, and if so, what kinds of descriptions are likely to be most 
helpful? We touch on these crucial questions in Chapter 9. 

Finally, it is important to remember that the members of a cultural 
group may have a strong sense of in-group identity, and may want to 
project that identity clearly too. Such identity concerns can play a cru
cial role in intercultural interaction, and we discuss these in Chapter 7. 

2.7 Concluding comments 

In this chapter we have explored a number of key aspects of culture that 
are relevant to our study of intercultural interaction, including: frame
works for comparing how culture is manifested in different societies, 
ways in which cultural groups can be conceptualized, and the challenge 
of representing cultural groups. The chapter provides a foundation for 
the rest of the book, and subsequent chapters follow up on many of the 
points. However, we have paid relatively little explicit attention to the 
impact of culture on interpersonal interaction. The next chapter turns 
to this issue, and explores the competencies that have been identified 
as most valuable for this. 
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